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Abstract

Google and Apple together are ruling the mobile phone industry with their
operating systems, Android and iOS. Any mobile application willing to
reach the vast majority of end-users, need to be run on both platforms.
The issue, however, arises when considering that fact that developing an
application for each platform requires different knowledge and code base.
Cross-platform frameworks are emerged to overcome the mentioned issue
by providing the possibility to develop a mobile application which works
on multiple platforms with potentially a single code base.

To investigate the capabilities of cross-platform frameworks, three
frameworks were chosen to be compared; React Native backed by Face-
book, Xamarin owned by Microsoft, and Flutter developed by Google. The
chosen frameworks have been compared in the context of OTT Video-
oriented mobile applications. As a reference application OTT Flow, an
OTT Video application developed by Accedo, has been used.

The findings in this thesis shows that Xamarin is not a good choice for
the purpose of this thesis since no advantages were witnessed in most of
the criteria. React Native and Flutter, on the other hand, offer promis-
ing features which suit developing OTT applications. When considering
the video-specific functionalities, however, React Native stood out slightly
better. In fact, even though React Native is possibly the best choice among
the mentioned frameworks for developing OTT Video-oriented mobile ap-
plications, the cross-platform frameworks are not mature enough in terms
of video-specific functionalities support yet.

Keywords: React Native, Flutter, Xamarin, Cross-Platform, OTT
Video-oriented
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Sammanfattning

Google och Apple dominerar mobiltelefonindustrin tillsammans med sina
operativsystem, Android och iOS. En mobilapplikation som eftersträvar att
nå majoriteten av slutanvändarna måste gå att köra på båda plattformar-
na. Problem uppstår emellertid när man överväger det faktum att utveck-
la en applikation för varje plattform kräver olika kunskaper och kodbas.
Ramverk för utveckling mot flera plattformar finns för att övervinna pro-
blemet genom att erbjuda möjlighet att utveckla en mobilapplikation som
fungerar på flera plattformar med eventuellt en enda kodbas.

För att undersöka kapaciteten hos plattformsramverk, valdes tre ram-
verk ut för att jämföras: React Native stött av Facebook, Xamarin ägt av
Microsoft och Flutter utvecklat av Google. De valda ramverken har jäm-
förts i samband med OTT Videoorientede mobila applikationer. Som refe-
rens användes OTT Flow, en OTT Videoapplikation utvecklad av Accedo.

Resultaten i detta arbete visar att Xamarin inte är ett bra val för syf-
tet med detta arbete eftersom inga fördelar sågs i de flesta kriterierna.
React Native och Flutter, å andra sidan, erbjuder lovande funktioner som
passar för att utveckla OTT applikationer. När man överväger de video-
specifika funktionerna stod emellertid React Native ut lite bättre. Faktum
är att även om React Native kanske är det bästa valet bland de nämnda
ramverken för att utveckla OTT Video-orienterade mobila applikationer, så
är de ramverken ännu inte mogna nog i termer av stöd för videospecifika
funktioner.

Keywords: React Native, Flutter, Xamarin, Multiplattformsramverk,
OTT Video-orienterade
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Definitions and Terms

Below a list of useful terms and their definition is presented.

OTT

OTT [1] is a term used for delivering any type of media and content as a
product to the users over the internet which are not provided by the ISPs.
OTT delivers the content through a proprietary Content Delivery Network
(CDN) over the public internet without requiring any extra hardware. In
contrast to OTT, Pay TV typically bundles content and requires the user to
lease a proprietary coaxial cable or satellite dish network set-top box [2].
Pay TV solutions are often more expensive than OTT.

OTT content, services or applications from third-party content delivery
services like Netflix, Amazon Prime, YouTube or Hulu do not require the
assistance of a set-top box because they are delivered over the public in-
ternet [2]. Although OTT is a general term which applies to any type of
content, it is often used for video services. Netflix, HBO, and Youtube are
some examples of OTT video content provider and host. Figure 1 shows a
simplified version of the OTT with multiple service providers connected to
different types of devices.

Figure (1) OTT in a conceptual level

ix
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Although OTT delivers the contents over the public internet, it does
not necessarily mean to deliver the contents for free. In fact, OTT can
be broken down into three main monetization models: Subscription-based
Video On Demand (SVOD), Ad-based VOD (AVOD), and Transactional VOD
(TVOD). In the SVOD model the users need to buy a subscription to be
able to use the contents provided for them over the internet. AVOD, on the
other hand, let the users use the contents for free only by sitting through
some advertisements. TVOD is the opposite to subscription model. With
TVOD, consumers purchase content on a pay per view basis.

OTT Flow

OTT Flow is introduced By Brightcove [3] and Accedo [4] as partners. OTT
Flow is a customizable OTT video application which gives the ability to its
user, who are OTT service providers, to reduce their time to market. OTT
Flow customers are mainly companies who produce OTT contents and
would like to deliver their contents on all platforms to their viewers with
the minimum time and cost investing in their application creation. OTT
Flow gives a wide variety of customizable features to the users to create
their application and build it on all platforms. Any OTT provider can be
a potential customer to OTT Flow. The only steps need to be done to
have their application ready on all platforms is to upload their videos and
contents in a cloud server and then use Accedo’s web-based dashboard to
design and customize the application.

Native Application

A native application is a software program that is developed with a plat-
form’s official SKDs for use on that particular platform, device, or OS1.
For example, iOS official SDK is provided by Apple which is integrated
into an official IDE2 known as XCode. So, in order to develop a native iOS
application, Xcode is needed and the app should be developed with Swift
or Objective-C programming language [5].

JIT and AOT compilation

Just in Time (JIT) compilation is the process of compiling a bytecode or
source code into native at runtime. Every piece of code is interpreted
once at runtime, and every time a next round is executed, a quick native
code runs. Ahead of time (AOT) compilation, on the other hand, means

1Operating System
2Integrated Development Environment
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that all the code is compiled before starting the application, at compile
time.

CSAI & SSAI

CSAI and SSAI are the two main technologies to implements advertise-
ments on VOD3. The CSAI is considered to be the traditional way of insert-
ing ads in VOD which was an effective way of injecting ads into VOD until
ad blocker emerged. In this technique, a request is sent to an ad server.
The ad server responds with a link to the ad which should be played as
well as the timeline for the ads. The client-side video player shows the
ads based on what it has received from the ad server. However, this ap-
proach can be easily blocked with Ads-blocker tools. Therefore, SSAI, the
new technique came along. In this technique, the ad injection is done in
the server side and then the whole video (with ads being integrated into
the video) is sent to the client. So client in SSAI only plays the video nor-
mally and everything is handled by the server itself. However, even though
everything is handled by the server in SSAI, it still requires actions per-
formed in client-side. For example, the controller GUI should be blocked
when the ad is being played so that the user can not fast forward the ads.

DOM and Virtual DOM

DOM stands for Document Object Model and is an API that converts an
HTML or XML to a tree structure where nodes represent a part of a doc-
ument. DOM is language and platform independent. Virtual DOM, there-
fore, is a high-level abstraction of DOM created using objects in the pro-
gramming language. The DOM is immutable meaning that any change that
happens a new instance of DOM should be built. The virtual DOM, how-
ever, generates only a set of small changes compared to the DOM which
at the end need to be executed to update the real DOM.

Material and Cupertino Design

Material Design is a design language developed by Google in 2014 which
is a comprehensive guide for visual, motion, and interaction design across
platforms and devices and can be used in Android applications. Material
Design is supported in Android 5.0 and newer. Cupertino design, on the
other hand, refers to iOS design language which is used in iOS applica-
tions.

3Video On Demand





Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter gives a brief background needed for this thesis as well as
describing the problem area, purpose, problem statement, method, goal,
and outline of the chapters.

1.1 Background

Platforms are a combination of hardware (system plus any possibly built-in
sensors or actuators), operating system, vendor-provided software SDKs1

and standard libraries [6] which together gives the ability to the program-
mers to develop applications for that platform. Frameworks, on the other
hand, allows reusing usually a predefined application architecture by pro-
viding components to quickly set up an application [7].

When taking a look at the smart phone market share, it can be seen
that the vast majority of the users are using either Android or iOS. The
two mobile market giants have a massive 92.1% market share together
in 2019 [8]. Other competitors are having a tough time to break through
this duopoly and change the market share and there is no sign this can be
changed in the near future. Figure 1.1 shows the smartphones OS market
share from 2016 to 2019 [8].

Figure 1.1 strongly suggests that if a developer or company would like
to have a mobile app that more than 92% of the users can use, it should
be published on both Android and iOS platforms. To do so, however, two
different programming languages, code base, and knowledge is needed;
Java/Kotlin for Android and Swift/Objective-C for iOS. When a new project
starts at a company, it is very likely that the company sets up two separate
teams for iOS and Android. This means that the same application is being
developed twice for those platforms.

1Software Development Kit

1
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Figure (1.1) The worldwide Smart phone OS Market share from 2016 to
2019 [8]

This is were the concept of cross-platform frameworks come to the
attention. Cross-platform development tools and frameworks provide the
ability to build mobile applications for multiple platforms with potentially
a single code base.

1.2 Problem Area

There are various studies [9]–[13] comparing different cross-platform frame-
work and tools with different quantitative and qualitative criteria for dif-
ferent purposes. However, there is a lack of available study which investi-
gates the cross-platform frameworks with respect to OTT Video-Oriented
mobile applications.

1.3 Purpose

This thesis aims to compare three of the cross-platform frameworks and
evaluate them for a given OTT video mobile application. The selected
frameworks are React Native, Xamarin, and Flutter. The reason behind
choosing these frameworks is that first, they all generate a true native
app rather than a web view or a wrapper, second, they are all backed by
giant tech companies and lastly, as statistics in section 2.2 suggests they
are the most used/considered frameworks by the community.

Additionally, based on the comparison results, the OTT Flow applica-
tion is implemented in the best possible framework partially to back the
achieved results in practice.
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1.4 Problem Statement

This thesis addresses the following questions based on the described prob-
lem:

• Which framework, among the selected frameworks, is currently the
best option for OTT Flow, as a OTT Video application, and why?

• How much effort is needed to bring any of these cross-platform
frameworks into an already existing native application like OTT
Flow?

1.5 Method

In order to address the questions raised in the problem statement, this
thesis first introduces the three selected cross-platform framework and
discuss each in detail with a list of advantages and disadvantages. In
the next step, frameworks are compared to each other. The comparison
criteria is divided into three main categories; Functional, non-functional,
and video-specific comparison.

In the non-functional comparison, Learning Curve, Developer Experi-
ence, Market and Community Support, Documentation, Ready-to-Use Li-
braries, Code Sharing, Development Environment Options, Native Look
and Feel, and Licensing and costs have been discussed.

The functional comparison, however, discusses the Compilation time
and development speed, Code Deployment and app performance, and Test-
ing for each framework.

The video-specific comparison, focus on the OTT Video-oriented part
of this thesis. In this category, video-specific features support has been
discussed.

After the comparison is done, the answer to the problem statement is
revealed and in order to put theory into practice, the OTT Flow application
which is the reference application for this thesis, is implemented in one of
the frameworks partially.

As the majority of above criteria are qualitative, this thesis does not
run any experiment to gather quantitative data. The conclusion is hence,
based on inductive reasoning.

1.6 Goal

The goal and outcome of this thesis is:
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• Compare the frameworks in general and provide a list of advantages
and disadvantages of each

• Compare the frameworks in the context of OTT Video mobile appli-
cation development

• Introduce the best framework (if any) that suits OTT Flow for devel-
oping OTT Video mobile applications

• Implement OTT Flow, partially, in that framework in order to back
the achieved results

1.7 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 (Extended Background ) presents different available cross-platform
approaches, useful statistics of the programming industry, and related
works. In Chapter 3 (Frameworks) a detailed description of the selected
frameworks is presented. Chapter 4 (Methods) explains the criteria used
in this thesis and how they were selected. Chapter 5 (Comparison, Re-
sults, and Discussion) discuss the criteria in each framework and provide
tables to compare how frameworks performed in each criterion. Chap-
ter 6 (Implementation) is dedicated to the implementation and its related
discussion. The conclusion is presented in Chapter 7.



Chapter 2

Extended Background

Three different parts are described in this chapter. In the first part, dif-
ferent possible cross-platform approaches are presented. In the second
part, useful statistics of the programming industry is presented. In the
last part, related works and studies are provided.

2.1 Cross-Platform Development

Generally speaking, mobile cross-platform development methods are di-
vided into four main approaches [14].

Mobile Web App Approach

Mobile web applications are not native applications but rather a simple
web-based application which has been optimized to work on mobile web
browsers. In fact, they completely run inside a browser, hence cannot be
downloaded and installed to use when offline. Since every smartphone
can have a web browser installed, this approach is categorized within the
cross-platform approaches even though it is not a real mobile app.This
approach limits the usage of native components of a platform as it can only
be developed using web technologies such as HTML, CSS, and JavaScript.

As can be seen in Figure 2.1, this approach is like a client-server archi-
tecture where the web browser in the mobile device acts as the client. In
addition, this approach is a thin-client architecture meaning that most of
the operations take place in the server side.

5
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Figure (2.1) A diagram of the mobile web approach as a cross-platform
approach

Advantages and disadvantages of this approach are as follows:

Advantages

• It does not require any installation, thus the app can be updated
from the server side without any action performed in client side

• The app can be accessed from anywhere using a URL1

• The app can be used on almost all platforms as it only needs a
web browser for execution

Disadvantages

• The app is highly affected by network speed and may not work
properly with a slow connection

• The app cannot access mobile’s native hardware API2. Using,
for example, Bluetooth, GPS, and Camera is not possible

• Extra work is often needed to optimize the app for different mo-
bile screen resolutions

• The app can be rendered and behave differently on different
browsers

• The app can act on only a limited number of hand gestures

• The app cannot be published on app stores like "Apple App
Store" and "Google Play Store"

1Uniform Resource Locator; A web address
2Application Programming Interface
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Hybrid Approach

This approach stands between the native and web approach. In this ap-
proach, despite the previous approach, the app is executed inside a native
container on the phone. The app uses a webview-component and should
be installed on the phone, therefore, the native hardware APIs can be ac-
cessed. In other words, a native webview which encapsulates a browser is
installed on the phone and the whole app is executed like a web app inside
that container. PhoneGap, Trigger and Ionic are some of the frameworks
using this approach.

Figure (2.2) A diagram of the hybrid approach as a cross-platform ap-
proach

Advantages

• It is a real app that should be installed on the phone and can be
distributed on app stores

• The native hardware APIs can be accessed by the app

• The UI can be re-used across different platforms

Disadvantages

• In terms of performance, hybrid apps are out-performed by the
native apps in most cases especially in CPU-intensive and graph-
ical apps

• The app does not have the same look and feel like a native app
since the native UI components are not accessible

• In case of new platforms, the app may not work
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Interpreted Approach

In the interpreted approach, the app gets interpreted by an interpreter
during runtime to make calls to native APIs. As shown in Figure 2.3, the
native APIs can be accessed through an abstract layer by the interpreter
which executes the source code at the runtime across different platforms.
Platform-specific elements can also be accessed by the interpreter. The
app’s back-end, or logic, is platform independent. Titanium, NativeScript,
and React Native are some of the frameworks using this approach.

Figure (2.3) Interpreted App

Advantages

• The app can access native APIs therefore, the app feels like a
true fully native app

• The app logic can be re-used on different platforms

• It is a real app that should be installed on the phone and can be
distributed on app stores

Disadvantages

• The app performance is negatively affected as it’s being inter-
preted at the runtime

• As each framework use different techniques to call native API,
the app performance and development features are highly de-
pendent on the framework used for development. As an exam-
ple, Titanium and NativeScript use MVC architecture while Re-
act Native uses a different architecture.

• The abstraction level affect the ability to reuse the UI
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Cross Compiled Approach

In the cross-compiled approach, the app is developed using a language
other than the platforms native one and then it is compiled to a native
application using a cross-compiler. The cross-compiler generates the exe-
cutable code by converting the source code into native binaries. Xamarin
and Flutter are examples of the frameworks using this approach.

Figure (2.4) Cross Compiled App

Advantages

• The app can access native APIs therefore, the app feels like a
true fully native app

• The app have access to all native hardware and software APIs

• The app performance is much higher than Hybrid and web apps
since it is getting compiled to the native binaries

Disadvantages

• The UI, and platform-specific features like camera can not be
reused

• Basic knowledge of native languages is often required

• Larger app size

2.2 The Programming Industry Today

React Native, Xamarin, and Flutter use JavaScript, C#, and Dart as their
programming language respectively. It is worth to take a look at how these
languages are used among developers.

Tiobe as a software quality company generates an index of the most
popular programming languages and updates their list monthly by pulling
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data from hundreds of sources [15]. According to the Tiobe index, Java is
the most popular programming language with 13.27% of the total share,
hence, making Android the most popular among other mobile platforms.
Despite the smartphone OS Market share, Swift and Objective-C which are
the exclusive iOS programming language only own 3% of the total share.
Figure 2.5 shows the top programming languages in 2017 [16]. However,
we should also keep this mind that the Java language is not only used
for mobile development and it can be used in many other applications,
therefore it is expected to be more used than Swift language which is only
used for Apple products development.

Figure (2.5) Most Popular programming languages in 2017 [16]

According to Github [17], however, the most pull requests in 2017 be-
longs to Javascript with 2,300,000 requests. Java is third in the list with
986,000 requests. Swift and Objective-C, together, are 13th on the list
with 173,000 requests in total. Figure 2.6 shows the most pull requests in
2017 on Github by language.

Stack Overflow [18] has also released their 2019 developer survey on
April 2019 and nearly 90,000 developers have taken part in this survey.
In this survey JavaScript is the most popular programming language with
over 67% popularity. Java is the 5th in the list with over 40% and c#
comes next with 31% popularity. Swift has made it in the top 15 with
6.6%. Figure 2.7 shows the most popular programming languages of 2019
in Stack Overflow.
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Figure (2.6) Most pull Requests on Github in 2017 [17]

Figure (2.7) Most popular programming, scripting, and markup language
of 2019 in Stack Overflow [18]

In the most popular frameworks, libraries, and tools, Node.js is leading
the list which is followed by .Net. Node.js and .Net are the main tools used
by React Native and Xamarin respectively. Therefore, it is expected to see
React Native and Xamarin in the list as well.React Native is almost as
twice popular as Xamarin according to Figure 2.8 which shows the most
popular frameworks, libraries, and tools in 2019.
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Figure (2.8) Most popular frameworks, libraries, and tools of 2019 in
Stack Overflow[18]

So far, there was no mention of Flutter and Dart. However, Figure 2.9
suggests that Dart has made it into the most wanted languages of 2019.
Even though JavaScript is one of the most used programming languages
in the world and has been around for quite a long time, it is still on de-
mand by programmers according to the figure. Kotlin and Swift, as native
languages, are ahead of all others in the comparison and considered to be
the most loved and wanted languages of 2019.

Figure (2.9) Most Loved, Dreaded, and wanted languages of 2019 in
Stack Overflow[18]

Not only Dart but also Flutter is considered to be the 3rd most wanted
frameworks of 2019. This is a sign that Flutter and Dart have gained the
community’s attention. React Native along with Node.js are again on the
list which is shown in Figure 2.10.
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Figure (2.10) Most Loved, Dreaded, and Wanted Other Frameworks, Li-
braries, and Tools of 2019 in Stack Overflow[18]

2.3 Related Works

There is plenty of research available [9]–[13] comparing various cross-
platform frameworks with native apps in terms of performance, look and
feel, features, and etc. Almost all surveys agree that cross-platform frame-
works are outperformed by the native apps; Some have significantly lower
performance compared to the native app and some are very close to the
native app. The studies, however, does not only discuss the performance of
the applications. For example, Mercado et al. [10] in 2016 suggested that
applications developed with cross-platform tools are getting more com-
plaints than the native apps on application stores.

Several studies compared the performance of native apps with web-
based, hybrid and cross-platform. Delia et al. [11] suggested that na-
tive apps outperform all other frameworks when the app is calculation-
intensive. Willocx et al. [9] in 2016 compared cross-platform develop-
ment tools based on their architecture and language with the native app.
Willocx et al.[9] suggested that JavaScript-based frameworks (such as Ionic,
jQeury Mobile) are the more CPU intensive compared to the native and
source code translators (such as Xamarin and Titanium) apps. The perfor-
mance, however, is generally acceptable and is not noticeable especially
on high-end devices. The paper also suggested that the performance of a
cross-platform application is highly dependent on the platform and archi-
tecture of the framework. Two other studies in 2012 [19] and 2014 [20]
showed that cross-platform frameworks which use JavaScript are more
resource-consuming than apps which developed with C and C++. Another
study in 2017 [21] presented the same results; the application perfor-
mance is negatively affected when developing with cross-platform tools.

Two separate studies [14], [22] showed that Xamarin and PhoneGap
can have a negative impact on CPU and memory usage as well as how
the app looks and feels. Another thesis study [23] suggested that although
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React Native performed a lot better than expected, the performance result
was in favor of the native app. However, React Native offers the same look
and feel of the native app. The same result was also achieved in another
study [24] in which the users were not able to distinguish between the app
developed by React Native and the native app while the performance was
not as good as the native app.

A summary of related works can be found in table 2.1.

Table (2.1) A summary of related works

Study Year Frameworks Results

Niclas
Hansson,
Tomas
Vidhall
[23]

2016 React Native and
Native apps

- Native apps have better CPU and
Memory usage
- React Native performed better in
Frames Per Second and Response
Time metrics
- Application size is bigger when
developing with React Native
- 62% code sharing was achieved
- Same look and Feel achieved

Oscar Ax-
elsson and
Fredrik
Carlstöom
[24]

2016 React Native - CPU and RAM usage and applica-
tion size are more in React Native
compared to the native apps
- Users cannot distinguish be-
tween the apps developed by Re-
act Native and the native ones

Michiel et
al. [9]

2016 Ionic, JQuery
Mobile, Tita-
nium, Xamarin

- JavaScript-based frameworks
(Ionic, JQuery Mobile) are the
more CPU intensive than Run-
times and code translators (Tita-
nium, Xamarin)
- The performance, however, is
generally acceptable and is not
noticeable especially on high-end
devices
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Table (2.1) A summary of related works

Study Year Frameworks Results

L. Delía et
al. [11]

2017 WebApp,
Corona, Na-
tiveScripting,
Cordova, Xam-
arin, Titanium,
Nativo

In iOS mobile devices, the cross-
compilation cases analyzed with
Xamarin and Corona technologies
obtained better results than the
hybrid and interpreted cases, but
performed worse than native and
web approaches. By contrast, in
Android mobile devices, the re-
sults obtained when testing the
applications built using the cross-
compilation approach were the
worst.

Dennis Bil-
berg [25]

2018 React Native - React Native app performed
better than Swift-developed app
when rendering up to 5 elements
in the app but performed almost
twice worse when the number of
elements reached 100

Manuel
Rodriguez-
Sanchez
Guerra
[12]

2018 React Native,
Flutter, and
Ionic

- Flutter stood out significantly
positive in performing actions on
lists (100,500,1000 elements in
list)

Andreas et
al. [13]

2019 React Native,
Flutter, and
Ionic

- Based on a survey, develop-
ers are more familiar, more inter-
ested, and more used to React Na-
tive and PhoneGap than any other
cross-platform framework
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Chapter 3

Frameworks

In this chapter the three selected frameworks is introduced and discussed.
For each framework, a list of its advantages and disadvantages is pre-
sented.

3.1 Xamarin

Xamarin, owned by Microsoft, is the oldest framework in this comparison
and was released in 2013. It uses the cross-compiled approach and sup-
ports iOS, Android, and Windows Phone. Xamarin has been around for
quite a long time, hence, holds a large community of developers who are
sharing their knowledge constantly as well as supporting other develop-
ers. In related forums, it is almost easy to find a solution for problems or
ask others to share their code. Nevertheless, when working with Xamarin,
one can be sure that someone else has faced the same challenges as you.

Xamarin builds fully native apps using C# and since it uses the cross-
compiled approach, the source code is compiled to native binaries for each
platform AOT so the performance is considered to be close to native [26].

As also mentioned in section 2.4, one of the downsides of frameworks
which uses cross-compiled approach, like Xamarin, is that the UI code is
not reusable and should be platform-specific, hence reduce the code shar-
ing percentage. Xamarin has addressed this issue by introducing a toolkit
called Xamarin.Forms which is used for UI development. It makes it possi-
ble to develop UI with a shared code base. It is also possible to use native
API’s while using Xamarin.Forms. Using Xamarin.Forms allows to achieve
100% of UI code sharing. However, Xamarin.Forms is only recommended
for applications that use little or no platform-specific functionalities and
where the shared code base is more important than custom user inter-
faces.

17
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Figure (3.1) Xamarin Native Vs. Xamarin.Forms

The reason is that in practice, using Xamarin.Forms sometimes creates
even more work. In fact, Xamarin.Forms is not a tool which converts a
C# code into native Android and iOS code but instead, it is only a cross-
platform UI tool which provides a set of controls that can be used by the
programmer. By looking into the controls provided in Xamarin.Forms for
each platform, it can be seen that they are not always exactly identical to
native elements [27]. In other words, each of these controls has its own
implementation on each platform meaning that using some of the controls
makes the app to not have the same native look and feel.

A quite important downside of Xamarin is that the Xamarin-developed
app can break with a platform OS update while it is publicly published
and available on app stores. The reason is that, the Xamarin app might be
inconsistent with the newest OS update and it may crash for users using
that OS version. If the app breaks due to the platform update, developers
have no way to fix it and should wait for the Xamarin team to patch a fix
for the framework and adjust Xamarin with the latest OS update. This is
the cost of using the native UI in Xamarin. In late 2016, Microsoft open-
sourced Xamarin in order to handle these kinds of issues. However, the
coupling issue still can make the app break with any OS change or update.

Xamarin, also limits its developers to work with Xamarin Studio or
Visual Studio IDE.Therefore, developers do not have any choice to develop
applications with their preferred IDE. Limiting developers to official IDE
is not necessarily a bad thing as it seems to be. Official IDEs often offer
a better integration support with libraries and tools. So since there is no
absolute answer for this concern and there are different thoughts on this,
it is neither an advantage or disadvantage.

Advantages of Xamarin

• Large Community with over 1.4 million developers [28]

• Good Documentation
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• 100% shared UI code can be achieved by Xamarin.Forms

• Performance close to native thanks to AOT

• Access to all native APIs

• MVC1 and MVVM2 architecture support

Disadvantages of Xamarin

• Subscription is needed for enterprise use

• App may break by platform (iOS and Android) updates

• Fixes from Microsoft take times to be deployed

• Very limited access to open source libraries

• Basic understanding of Swift and Java is needed

• Without using Xamarin.Forms platform-specific coding for UI is
necessary

• Time-consuming UI development even with Xamarin.Forms

• Operational Overhead and negative effect on app startup time

3.2 React Native

The story of React Native begins with the ReactJS library. ReactJS, initially
built by Facebook, was introduced back in 2013 and gathered much atten-
tion from its first days. ReactJS is an open-source JavaScript library which
is used to build user interfaces by breaking down the components of the
application which is very useful specifically for single page applications.
React also allows us to create reusable UI components. For instance, it is
possible to define UI elements like a button as a React component and use
that component anytime needed. One of the advantages of React is that
by changing components only the changed part is re-built, hence making
the development fast and scalable.

After a successful experience with ReactJS, Facebook introduced Re-
act Native for mobile development. Facebook released React Native in
2015 with the approach of so-called Learn once, write anywhere. This
statement suggests that any developer who knows how to build a web app
with ReactJS can also build a cross-platform mobile application without
any further learning.

React Native has a very large community with lots of developers and
third-party ready-to-use libraries. By the end of 2018, based on statistics

1Model-View-Controller
2Model–view–Viewmodel
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from Stack Overflow [29], both React Native and Xamarin has made it
to the TOP-10 most used frameworks. React Native, however, is approxi-
mately more than twice as big as Xamarin in terms of users, contributes,
and commits on Github [30]. Additionally, React Native is the second most
contributed repository in Github since 2017 [31]. Therefore, React Native
is ahead of all frameworks in this comparison regarding community and
support.

Two researches [23], [24] suggests that applications written in React
Native are barely distinguishable from the native app. The reason is that
React Native uses the exact same fundamental UI elements as native apps
and the developers put these elements together using JavaScript to build
a mobile application for both Android and iOS. In fact, JavaScript is not
directly used by the developers to build the UI, but instead the UI is built
by JSX3 which is an XML/HTML-like syntax. JSX is converted into pure
JavaScript at runtime. As the native UI elements are used and accessed
by React Native the result is a true look-and-feel native app.

React Native uses the interpreted approach meaning that JavaScript is
translated/interpreted to the native code during runtime. Even though the
translation happens JIT, the native platform widgets are accessible. This
is access is provided by a a bridge so-called React Native Bridge which is
shown in Figure 3.2. The calls to the native APIs and their responses goes
through the bridge back and forth and it is access 60 times per second to
makes the communication possible. Although, the idea behind the bridge
is interesting, this is considered as the biggest problem in React Native
since the bridge is a bottleneck and may cause performance issues.

Figure (3.2) A conceptual diagram showing React Native’s architecture

As Figure 3.2 suggests, there two different realms in the apps written
with React Native; One is the native realm where is all the views and UI is
rendered, the other is JavaScript realm where is the constraints we put on
our UI including the app logic and styling. These two realms are only con-

3JavaScript XML
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nected through the bridge. It is not wrong to analogize this architecture
to a Client-Server model in which these two realms occurs on different
computers (The desktop and mobile) and the bridge is a WebSocket in be-
tween. The key fact is that the performance in each realm is satisfying.
The performance issue, however, occurs when moving from one realm to
the other over the bridge.

The native widgets (in the native realm) are accessed through the
bridge 60 times per second. In order to have a good performance in Re-
act Native apps, the developer should keep the passes over the bridge to
the minimum which sometimes takes a lot of effort. The Virtual DOM
technique helps to minimize the amount of data need to be sent over
the bridge, however, it is not enough meaning that the developer should
always keep this in mind and optimize the code frequently in order to
achieve acceptable performance. Animations, navigation between screens,
swipe-able containers, and any other user-interaction behavior is prone to
a performance bottleneck. Sometimes it is very challenging to solve these
issues and there are articles available to help developers how to code in
order to improve React Native apps performance [32].

By using React Native, a large portion of the source code is expected to
be shared between iOS and Android. Developers often claim [33]–[35] that
up to 90% of the code is reusable between different platforms. Moreover,
Instagram, as a company owned by Facebook which uses React Native
for development, claims that [35] at least 7% of code is shared between
platforms when developed different products with React Native.

Thanks to Virtual DOM, the Hot Reload feature was introduced by
Facebook. React Native builds a virtual tree of widgets and compare it
to the original one every time there is change in the app and only those
nodes which has been changed gets updated. Since React Native access
native widgets through the bridge, the virtual tree keeps the communi-
cation over the bridge to the minimum. At the end when updates are
done, the platform renders updated widgets to the display. Therefore, Hot
Reload gives the ability to the developers to see their changes in source
code almost instantly (in about 1 second) in the app [36]. In simple words,
there is need to recompile the app for every change in the code. This
feature boosts the development time significantly.

Another large disadvantage of React Native is version-mismatching
problems. As there are a limited number of official components for React
Native, developers need to use a variety of third-party components which
are written and maintained by random developers. These combinations
of different components and libraries can cause some unexpected issues
which can sometimes take a lot of effort to fix. On the other hand, some-
times it is a very hard task to update used-components to newer versions
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due to conflicts. Actually, it is very common for an application to break
because of deprecated components that have not been updated yet. This
also means the app gets outdated frequently.

React Native is open-source meaning that any developer can make a
library for it and publicly publish it to be used by other developers. How-
ever, in order to develop a library for React Native, it is required to de-
velop that library for both Android and iOS in native and then implement
the bridging between them so that it can be used in a React Native appli-
cation. Most of the libraries and components available for React Native
are developed this way. There is a high chance that the developer who has
made a library is only experienced in one platform, resulting in inconsis-
tencies and bugs on Android or iOS. Most of the updates that React Native
gets from Facebook does not contain crucial changes so often there will
be no issue with third-party libraries. However, if the updates to React
Native is inconsistent with the libraries used in the application, the app
may break and it is needed to wait for open source libraries to catch up
with the latest updates.

React Native is single threaded and only supports background code
on Android which is called "Headless JS". In fact, it is not a real option
and the app may crash if it runs in the foreground. There are a couple of
other third-party components written by other developers to bring this to
React Native but developers need to be careful when adding third-party
components to their app in terms of incompatibilities and inconsistencies.

Real-life Experiences with React Native
Many applications were built using React Native including Facebook, In-
stagram, Airbnb, and Udacity. However, recently some of them started to
shift back to the native approach due to their poor experience with React
Native. The real-life experiences from companies/developers who have
used a framework and decided to share their experience worth a lot to
present.

Udacity dropped using React Native
Udacity is an educational organization that decided to remove every trace
of React Native in their app after two years of working with it [37]. They
have had an existing native mobile application on both Android and iOS
and decided to add React Native to their project to develop new features.
The issues they faced include Design and Experience, Integration, Frame-
work Shortages, and Maintenance challenges.

The first issue Udacity faced was in design and the consistency of new
screens they added with their existing UI. Since they intended to inte-
grate new screens into their existing native apps using React Native, the
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new screens should adhere to native existing UI patterns which means
that they were not able to necessarily use the same UI design for both
platforms. They found it requires knowledge of design paradigms used in
each code base as well as platform checks for each OS. In other words,
when there is an occasion where the app behavior in the native code (in
one platform) is changed, it is mandatory to also check the React Native
code to ensure the integration parts are handled properly and update if
necessary and also ensure that these changes did not negatively impact
on the other platform (which has not been changed at all). On the other
hand, since there are plenty of Android devices available in the market,
sometimes an unwanted layout, styling, and animations (performance is-
sue on low-end devices) were witnessed on different screen size and mo-
bile Android devices.

The second issue Udacity had was the integration challenges. They
found that even though integrating React Native into an existing app is
straightforward, it usually needs a great deal of coding to make the com-
munication possible between the native and React Native components.
In addition, they have had some issues with building process which was
increased by 20% and also CI4 was a bit of challenge to overcome depen-
dencies in iOS and Android.

The third issue was documentation, navigation, performance, and up-
dates. They found documentation lacks sometimes and is not as up-to-date
as the frameworks in particular versions and newly introduced features.
With that being said, performance is the Achilles heel in React Native
and Udacity had this issue as well. Animations on low-end devices, start-
up time, interactions, lagging, and graphic-rendering-required transitions
were the issues they had. Additionally, React Native does not support
backward compatibility hence when an upgrade is done in underlying Re-
act Library, part of app and libraries broke unless they maintain and up-
date them as well which sometimes it is time-consuming and error-prone.

The last issue on their list is maintenance challenges. They found that
Android team often need to do extra work to fix integration issues with
React Native when there was a change in their code, resulting to be behind
iOS team and they often ended up that a feature was not deployed on both
platforms at the same time. Moreover, since React Native gets updates
frequently, keeping all the dependencies, libraries, and components up-to-
date is a must which is not always a straightforward problem. At the end
they found themselves maintaining and working on three code base rather
than just two native code base.

4Continuous Integration
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Airbnb Abandoned React Native
Airbnb is a hospitality service provider was one of the most well-known Re-
act Native consumers. In mid-2018 they announced they have decided to
abandon React Native and switch back to native approach [38]. Reasons
behind their intention include Framework Immaturity, Refactoring, Incon-
sistencies between iOS and Android, and maintenance challenge. They
found React Native immature in a way that they had to fork their own
branch of React Native in order to develop the infrastructure themselves
to avoid fundamental frequent updates deployed by Facebook. They also
use the term "nightmare" for refactoring in React Native [39]. In addition,
they have argued that even though React Native should have the same be-
havior on both platforms, there is often inconsistency between these two
platforms and it is due to JavaScriptCore which most of the time support
one environment better than the other one resulting in two different be-
haviors. Airbnb also has had the same issue as Udacity and they ended up
maintaining three different code base rather than two. All in all, Airbnb
felt they can not achieve their goals using React Native in order to help
them move faster, maintain quality, write once, and improve the devel-
oper experience. Therefore, they decided to abandon React Native after a
couple of years contributing.

A list of advantages and disadvantages of React Native is as follows:

Advantages of React Native

• Free and Open Source

• Large community

• Easy to use for JavaScript and React developers

• Fully native look and feel and indistinguishable from the native
app

• Large number of third-party and ready-to-use components

• High code sharing percentage

• Faster and shorter development cycle thanks to the Hot Realod
feature

• High code reusability thanks to the component concept

Disadvantages of React Native

• Poor performance in CPU-intensive tasks, animations, and
graphical user interactions

• Overcoming performance issues take a lot of effort and need an
optimization-mindset by developer all the time
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• Platform-specific coding is necessary to time to time as some
native APIs are not supported and cannot be accessed

• Native developer is needed in the team

• Navigation between screens is not optimized

• Longer start-up time than native app

• App may break by platform updates

• Hard to handle dependencies, version mismatching, and third-
party components incompatibilities

• Integration in Android is challenging and often takes more effort
than iOS which results unsynchronized development

• Often three code base should be maintained (React Native, iOS,
Android)

• Application size is bigger than the native app

3.3 Flutter

Flutter was developed by Google in 2016 and the beta version was re-
leased in January 2018 which makes the Flutter to be the youngest frame-
work in this comparison. Despite it is backed by Google, the community is
not big enough yet but it is growing fast. Figure 3.3 suggests that Flutter
is getting lots of momentum on Stack Overflow in 2018 [40]. In addition,
LinkedIn reports that Flutter is the fastest growing skill among software
developers [41]. Additionally, Flutter uses Dart programming language
which is mostly unknown among developers. However, as statistics in sec-
tion 2.2 shows, Dart is considered as one of the most wanted languages of
2019.

Flutter uses the cross-compiled approach, same as Xamarin, meaning
that the Dart code is compiled AOT into the native code. This compilation
method makes Flutter and Xamarin to be much faster than React Native as
there is no bridge in between the code and native platform. Flutter has the
same approach as Xamarin in terms of complication as both of them are
compiled into native binaries (Cross-compiled approach). However, there
is an important difference between Flutter and any other cross-platform
frameworks and that is how UI is built in Flutter.

Flutter introduced a new way of building applications when it comes
to the UI. Widgets are the elements that affect and control the view and
interface to an app and they are the most important building blocks of a
Flutter application. In fact, everything is a widget in Flutter. In contrast
to all other cross-platform frameworks, Flutter takes advantages of its
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Figure (3.3) Xamarin,React Native, and Flutter momentum on Stack
Overflow [40]

own widgets rather than using the platform native widgets meaning that
Flutter does not use native UI elements to build the UI.

Widgets should be fast, extensible and customizable in order to pro-
vides the ability to the developers to build the application based on the
app’s requirements. In order to make the widgets customizable and ex-
tensible, the widgets and renderer have been moved from the platform
into the app which also makes the app size bigger than native apps. Since
Flutter is using its own widgets rather than the native ones, the only thing
Flutter requires of the platform is a simple canvas. Flutter does the rest
and renders all the UI elements inside the canvas. Figure 3.4 shows how
Flutter render the widgets appearing on the display as well as accessing
events (like touches) and services. There is still an interface between Flut-
ter app (left) and the native platform widgets (right). However, it is fast as
it is compiled AOT into native binaries rather than getting interpreted in
runtime.

Figure (3.4) A conceptual diagram showing how widgets work in Flutter
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Thanks to the widget concept, compatibility is not an issue in Flutter
apps as widgets are part of the app, not the platform. In other words,
the visual experience on different platforms are identical when develop-
ing with Flutter. For instance, the app behavior on a device running an
Android 4 is exactly the same as the latest Android version since all the UI
elements are rendered by Flutter itself. Figure 3.5 illustrate an Android
4 device which is running a Flutter application with Material Design com-
ponents5. This concept also means that Flutter apps does not break with
platform updates and also less testing is needed for Flutter apps since the
visual experience is not device-dependent.

Figure (3.5) An Android 4 device
running a Flutter application with
Material Design

As Flutter does not use the native elements, there might be a concern
that native look and feel might not be achievable in Flutter. However, wid-
gets are customizable which gives the ability for developers to achieve the
native look and feel. Flutter provides specific components which develop-
ers can use. For instance, the iOS scrolling model, typography, messaging
behavior, icons, and so on are available for use. Developers are free to use
either Material or Cupertino design.

Another concern is how fast widgets can catch up with the newest OS
UI features when there is platform update. This is not a big issue in fact.

5Material Design is supported on Android 5 or later
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First, Google is behind Flutter and is its biggest consumer so updating
widgets are usually fast from Google. Second, Google is not the only one
who can update the widgets. As widgets are customizable, anyone can
update them and thanks to the community of Flutter users, widgets get
updated quickly. In the end, this is a concern only if developers want to
have the new change reflected in their app. Otherwise, the app does not
break when OS gets updates as widgets are part of the app.

In addition to widgets, Flutter takes advantages Skia. Skia is a C++ 2D
graphics library which is also used as a graphics engine in web browsers
like Chrome and Firefox. Skia helps flutter to render widgets smoothly so
the UI and animations in Flutter feels smooth and fast.

In addition to widgets, the way that layouting is done in Flutter is dif-
ferent than traditional layouting styles like CSS and Google has simplified
the layout model in Flutter. Based on a set of rules, layout defines the size
and position of the widgets. In any layouting technique, the layout uses a
set of rules (usually a large set) that applies to any element. Take CSS as
an example; CSS properties applies to HTML elements inside a web page.
One issue with the traditional layouting model like CSS is that different
predefined layouts are included inside CSS which means that new layout
models cannot be created and added to the CSS by developers themselves
as all the browsers should support new CSS layout models. Another issue
with current layouting models is that rules can easily interact or conflict
with each other. As each element might have multiple rules applying to it,
some of these rules may conflict with each other as well as making the lay-
out slow. As the number of elements and rules increase, the performance
gets worse and worse.

Google, however, came up with some ideas to make Flutter faster and
ignore traditional layout techniques. They noticed that most of the layouts
are very simple like a text on a scrolling page or a shape whose size only
depends on the display size. In addition, most of the layout is local to a
sub-tree of elements (widgets) and the tree usually uses one layout model
so only a small set of rules can do the work. As a result, they simplified
layouting in Flutter dramatically since each widget specifies its own layout
model and has a small set of rules. Since everything is a widget in Flutter,
centering, padding, navigation and rest of the things are also widgets.
One of the issues with current and traditional lay-outing models is that it
is not possible to add new layout models by developers. Since in Flutter,
widgets are the essence of the app it is possible to add new customizable
widgets by developers.

Besides all the novelties in Flutter, Google has inspired one thing from
React Native and that is the Virtual DOM. However, they didn’t only take
the idea but rather improved and took it a step further. That being said, the
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widgets and renderer have been moved to the app, therefore, a widget tree
is built by Flutter. When there is a change in the widget tree that needs to
be updated on the canvas, only the widgets that have been changed will
be updated. This widget tree makes it possible for Flutter to also have the
Hot Reload feature.

Hot Reload feature in React Native is so-called Stateful Hot Reload
[42] in Flutter which is the advanced level of this feature. It means that
by changing the code, the app changes instantly without getting re-loaded
and it also preserves the current state of the application. Even if an error
happens, it is possible to fix the error and carry on where you left as if the
error has never occurred.

Advantages of Flutter

• Free and Open Source

• Good Documentation with lots of examples as well as integrated
IDE to design, test and modify right away

• Outstanding app performance thanks to AOT compilation, wid-
gets, and Skia

• Single Code Base (100% code sharing)

• Stateful Hot Reload

• Benefits from its own rich set of Material Design and Cupertino
widgets

• Easy layouting

• Access to native features

• Using Skia for rendering the framework’s built-in UI component
library

Disadvantages of Flutter

• Small but fast-growing community

• Uses a mostly unknown programming language; Dart

• No 32-bit architecture support

• Few third-party and ready-to-use component and libraries

• App size is slightly bigger than native apps

• Young and immature framework and has not been used by many
companies so far
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Chapter 4

Methods

This chapter is dedicated to introducing the comparison criteria and how
they were selected.

4.1 Criteria Selection

The term criteria is defined as principles or standards by which something
may be judged or decided. Therefore, in order to compare any two things
together, some criteria need to be specified and decided. Comparing soft-
ware frameworks is not an exception in this matter.

The criteria selected in this thesis is based on a similar study [43] and
plenty of other blog posts by the community [44]–[49]. In fact, the vast
majority of related studies have used similar criteria to compare cross-
platform frameworks together. The following table shows some related
studies and the criteria which have been used.

Table (4.1) Related studies and their comparison criteria

Study/Blog Year Frameworks Comparison Criteria

Martin
Furuskog
& Stuart
Wemyss
[43]

2016 React Native Performance, User Experience,
Design, Documentation, Com-
munity, Maintainability, Testing,
Learnability, Framework Potential

ideamotive
Website
[44]

2018 NativeScript,
Flutter, Apache
Cordova, Ionic,
Sencha, Xamarin

Portability, Cost, Documentation,
Community Recognition, Popular-
ity

31
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Table (4.1) Related studies and their comparison criteria

Study/Blog Year Frameworks Comparison Criteria

UruIt Web-
site [45]

2018 React Native,
Xamarin

Learning Curve, Development en-
vironment options, communities
and access to support, Ready-
made components, compilation
time and development speed,
Code deployment and app perfor-
mance, Testing, Designing

Sanjay
Ratnottar
in Hack-
ernoon
[46]

2018 React Native,
Flutter

Reusable Code, Third party Li-
braries, Popularity and Cover-
age, Community, UI, Development
Time, Performance, Stability, Cus-
tomer Base, Documentation and
Toolkit

Matt War-
cholinski in
Brainhub
[47]

2017 React Native,
Xamarin

Performance, Development en-
vironment, Development speed,
Market share, Community sup-
port

Vadim
Dyvliash
in Belitsoft
[48]

2019 React Native,
Xamarin, Ionic

Market and Community, Perfor-
mance, Developer Experience,
Code Sharing, Licensing, Cost

Nevercode
Website
[49]

2018 React Native,
Flutter

Programming language, Technical
architecture, Installation, Setup
and project configuration, UI com-
ponents and development API, De-
veloper productivity, Community
support, Testing support, Build &
release automation support, De-
vOps and CI/CD support

By creating a list of used criteria and number of occurrence of each cri-
terion, it can be seen that the majority of used criteria in different studies
are repeated in other studies as well.

• Community (Market Share, Popularity, Potential, Customer Base) 7X

• Performance 5X

• UI/UX 3X
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• Testing 3X

• Learning Curve (Learnability, Programming Language) 3X

• Documentation 3X

• Ready-made component (Third-party libraries) 3X

• Cost (Licensing) 2X

• Design 2X

• Development Environment 2X

• Code Sharing (Reusability) 2X

• Compilation (Development Time and Speed) 2X

• Developer Experience (Developer Productivity) 2X

• Maintainance

• Portability

• Stability

• Technical Architecture

• Installation

• Setup and Project Configuration

• Build and release automation

• DevOps and CI/CD support

Criteria selection for this thesis was based on the above list. In a brain-
storm session [50] with OTT Flow’s technical director, a list of extracted
criteria from the above studies were discussed and the criteria with at-
least two occurrences were selected.

4.2 Criteria Description

The criteria is divided into three main categories; Functional, non-functional,
and video-specific criteria. Functional aspects cover the practical part of
the frameworks while the Non-functional puts constraints on them. OTT
Video-specific feature comparison is discussed in a separate category.
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4.2.1 Non-Functional Criteria

The non-functional comparison is concluded of nine criteria.

Learning Curve

Every time someone is learning something new, they are facing a learning
curve. This, however, happens a lot for software developers as technology,
tools, and software keep changing constantly.

As each of the frameworks uses a separate developing language, which
framework is the easiest to learn and pick up?

Developer Experience

The developer experience refers to how developing using the framework
feels. In simple words, what developing experience each framework offers
to its developers?

Market, Community, and Support

The number of developers that are working with a framework or pro-
gramming language might affects both developer experience and learning
curve. The bigger the community, the easier it is to get help as well as
finding and solving issues faced during development.

Which framework has the biggest market, community, and support?
How easy it is to find a solution to a problem in the community?

Documentation

Documentation might also have impact on the learning curve. If the docu-
ments are well-written and well-maintained, it is easier to learn and trou-
bleshoot.

Which framework has a better documentation?

Ready-to-use Components and libraries

Ready-to-use components boosts the development as developers do not
need to "reinvent the wheel".

Which framework offers better and more ready-to-use component and
libraries?

Code Sharing

The amount of achievable shared code is highly dependent on the app
itself. This work does not run an experiment on how much code sharing
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can be achieved by each framework. Instead, this work has been relied on
the studies [23]–[25] done in this regard and discussed them in a general
way.

How much of code sharing is expected to be achieved by each frame-
work?

Development Environment Options

Allowing the developers to use their preferred IDE can boost the develop-
ment as well as affecting the developer experience.

What IDEs can be used when developing with each framework?

Native look and feel

How much the developed application looks and feels compared to a true
native application which is developed by official SDKs?

Licensing

How much does it cost to use each framework?

4.2.2 Functional Criteria

The non-functional comparison is concluded of three criteria.

Compilation time and Development Speed

How fast it is possible to develop the app in order to reduce the develop-
ment cycle as well as getting the tasks done?

Code deployment and app performance

Which framework has a better code deployment and app performance?
Similarly, performance metrics for each framework were not measured

in this thesis but instead estimated from the other sources.

Testing

Which framework offers and supports better testing tools and frameworks?

4.2.3 Video-Specific Features

One of the main efforts of this thesis is to be Video-Oriented. Therefore,
some criteria need to be specified for video-specific comparison, as well.
Unfortunately, there is no agreed-upon definition for the video apps so
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that the criteria for video-specific features could be extracted based on
that. Therefore, a list of most important features of a video application
was achieved in a brainstorm session [51] with the OTT Flow’s Technical
Director and Senior Web Developer.

• Video Player: Which framework offers a better video player sup-
port?

• In-App Purchase: Is IAP (for SVOD and TVOD customers) sup-
ported by the frameworks?

• VOD Advertisement: Is it possible to implement CSAI and SSAI (for
AVOD customers) in the frameworks?

• Analytic tools: Tools like Google Analytics or Firebase helps to mea-
sure how the app is performing. For example, how many times videos
have been viewed, how many users are using the app for how long,
how many hours users spend in the app. Is Google Analytics and
Firebase supported by the frameworks?

• User Management: Handling favorite contents, watch history, user
authentication, and account monetization is quite important in an
OTT application. Is it possible to implement the user management
functionalities in the frameworks?



Chapter 5

Comparison, Results and Dis-
cussion

The result of comparison in three categories is described and discussed
in this chapter. At the end of the chapter, according to the comparison
results, the problem statement is answered.

5.1 Comparison

In order to rank the frameworks in each criterion, three colors are used.
The green color indicates that the framework outstands positively. Sim-
ilarly, the red color is used when a framework performed poor and the
yellow color shows a slight advantage but not enough to be considered as
a green flag.

5.1.1 Non-Functional Comparison

Learning Curve

Xamarin uses C#, React Native uses JavaScript, and Flutter uses Dart as
their programming language. It is not easy to compare tools or frame-
works based on their programming language because there are lots of
things to consider when talking about programming language and each
programming language has its own advantages and disadvantages. There-
fore, justifying the answer is very challenging. In fact, if a new developer
is not familiar with any of these languages, the same learning curve is
expected. However, it is possible to consider some other statistics in the
learning curve.

In section 2.2, the 2019 survey of Stack Overflow as a reliable source
was discussed [18]. In this report, JavaScript is the most popular pro-
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gramming language among 90,000 developers with over 67% popularity.
C# which is the programming language used by Xamarin is 7th in the list
with 31% popularity. Dart is not in the list which is expected since it is a
newly emerged language.

It can be concluded that a language like JavaScript and C# that are
this popular are probably easier to learn or more powerful. However, this
is not always correct. A programming language might be easy to learn
and powerful at the same time but less popular only because it has been
introduced recently or for any other reason. Although it is not possible to
compare frameworks based on their programming language, it can be con-
cluded that React Native and Xamarin has a slight advantage over Flutter
due to the popularity of their programming languages.

Since, there JavaScript is the most popular programming language,
the chance of having a JavaScript developer in the development team is
higher than a Dart developer. Therefore, React Native and Xamarin are
marked as green and yellow respectively due to their programming lan-
guage. Dart, on the other hand, is marked as red since it is almost an
unknown language. However, it is worth mentioning that learning Dart is
not hard for developers familiar with OOP1 languages like Java and C++.

Xamarin React Native Flutter

Language C# JavaScript Dart

Learning
Curve

C# is the 7th
most popu-
lar program-
ming language
of 2019 and
no learning is
needed for C#
developers

JavaScript is
the most pop-
ular language
of 2019 and no
learning needed
for JavaScript
and React devel-
opers

Using an almost
unknown lan-
guage but easy
to learn for OOP
developers

Developer Experience

Thanks to the Hot Reload feature in React Native, a unique programming
experience is delivered to the developers as it has never been seen in any
other cross-platform framework before. Flutter also takes advantage of
the Hot Reload feature so the same experience is delivered to the devel-
opers. Xamarin, in contrast, does not offer any specific developing expe-
rience to its users. Additionally, developers are able to use text editor or
IDE for their development with React Native and Flutter which may also
results a better developing experience.

1Object-oriented Programming
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Xamarin React Native Flutter

Developer
Experi-
ence

- Hot Reload and
any preferred
IDE can be used

Stateful Hot
Reload and any
preferred IDE
can be used

Market, Community, and Support

React Native has the biggest market, community, and support in this com-
parison. According to the statistics in section 2.2, React Native is the 6th
most popular framework of 2019 and it is twice as popular as Xamarin.
Moreover, React Native is as twice as big as Xamarin in terms of users
[30].

In addition, by end of the first quarter of 2019, React Native had
over 1900 contributes in Github2. Flutter had around 370 contributes on
Github3.

Xamarin React Native Flutter

Market,
Commu-
nity, and
Support

1.4 million devel-
opers [28]

Twice as big
and popular as
Xamarin and 6th
most popular
framework of
2019

Small but fast-
growing commu-
nity

Documentation

All frameworks are good in the documentation and they are well-written
and well-maintained. React Native’s documentation, however, are some-
times out-dated recalling from Udacity’s experience with React Native.
Out-dated documentation was one of the reasons Udacity abandoned Re-
act Native. In addition, since React Native is open-source and anyone can
develop third-party components and libraries for them, their documenta-
tion in most of the cases does not exist or it is very brief. On the other
hand, as mentioned, React Native has a very large community and sup-
port. Therefore, in the case of having a problem with the documentation,
it is possible to find a solution.

Both Xamarin and Flutter offer well-written and well-maintained docu-
mentation.

2https://github.com/facebook/react-native, Accessed April 2019
3https://github.com/flutter/flutter, Accessed April 2019
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Xamarin React Native Flutter

Documen-
tation

Well-written and
maintained regu-
larly

Sometimes doc-
uments are out-
dated

Well-written and
maintained regu-
larly

Ready-to-use Components and libraries

React Native by far is ahead in this comparison. Only in Native Directory4,
which is the React Native’s library directory, there are over 400 libraries
available for React Native. There are also so many third-party libraries
and components available on Github and ready to grab and use.

Flutter is a newly emerged framework and the number of ready-to-
use components and libraries for it is limited but it is open source so it
may catch up React Native in future. Xamarin is not open-source so the
libraries are only limited to its own officially provided libraries.

Xamarin React Native Flutter

Ready-
to-use
Compo-
nents and
library

Few and not
open-source

Long list of third-
party libraries

Few but open-
source

Code Sharing

The achievable amount of code sharing is highly dependent on the appli-
cation it self. Since only a limited number of specific features demands
platform-specific coding, by not having them in the application code shar-
ing can be 100%. However, when the application gets more complicated
and more features are added, the code sharing percentage is reduced due
to platform-specific coding.

In both Xamarin and React Native platform-specific coding is needed
most often. UI coding with Xamarin is a challenge and often considered
an issue. UI coding in Xamarin is done in two ways; either to use Xam-
arin.Forms with 100% of UI code share but the may not have the same
native look and feel, or to develop UI for each platform separately which
means a lot of duplicated coding. React Native performs better compared
to Xamarin since UI coding is platform-independent. However, for some
features, platform-specific coding is still necessary. Recalling from Insta-

4https://native.directory/, Accessed April 2019
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gram’s experience with React Native, which was discussed in section 3.2,
atleast 85% of code sharing was achieved.

Flutter apps, in contrast, are single code base. The reason is that both
UI and back-end is platform independent and is written in Dart.

Xamarin React Native Flutter

Code
Sharing

UI Developmenet is
platform-dependent
unless developed
with Xamarin.Forms.
Platform-specific code
is needed often

Platform-specific
code is needed
most often. Av-
erage 85% is
expected

Single
Code Base

Development Environment Options

There is no absolute winner in this criteria. React Native and Flutter
works with almost all text editors and IDEs and there are plenty of plugins
available to make the development easier. Visual Studio Code5 is consid-
ered as the most popular developing environment[18] is fully adaptable
with React Native and Flutter. On the other hand, Xamarin Studio and
Visual Studio are the only options possible for Xamarin to develop both
Android and iOS with Xamarin. However, Visual Studio is only available
on the Windows operating systems.

It seems that React Native and Flutter have the upper hand in this
criteria but there also another thought that since Xamarin has an official
IDE (in contrast to React Native and Flutter) integration is handled better.
Therefore, there is no absolute answer in this comparison. However, it
makes sense to give a slight advantage to React Native and Flutter for
giving options to the developers to choose their own favorite IDE.

Xamarin React Native Flutter

Develop-
ment En-
vironment
Options

Microsoft Visual
Studio and Xam-
arin Studio

Almost All Text
Editors and IDEs

Almost All Text
Editors and IDEs

Native look and feel

React Native applications are barely distinguishable from the native ap-
plication [23], [24] since they use the exact same native UI components.

5https://code.visualstudio.com/, Accessed April 2019
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Therefore, React Native applications are considered to be the most native-
looking solutions among the three frameworks.

Xamarin is also very close to the native application since the native UI
component is in use. However, as discussed in section 3.1, even though a
fully native-look app can be built in Xamarin, it is also possible to make an
application which does not have the exact same look and feel of the native
app if Xamarin.Forms is used.

Flutter, in contrast, takes advantage of its own widgets and the most
common way to build the UI is to use the Material design which might not
be close to native look especially on iOS. However, it is also possible to use
Cupertino Design for iOS native look and feel but in general, the look and
feel of Flutter applications depend on how the UI is developed. It is easy
to customize the UI based on what the developer wants and also create a
brand-specific UI but it might not be exactly like a native application since
the native UI component is not used in Flutter.

Xamarin React Native Flutter

Native
look and
feel

Close to native
but non-native
looking app
might happen if
developed with
Xamarin.Forms

Native indistin-
guishable

Makes use of
its own widgets
with Material
Design UI ele-
ments

Licensing and Costs

Xamarin is the only framework which needs a license. Both React Native
and Flutter are free and open-source. Xamarin also offers a cloud-based
testing platform but it needs an extra license to use.

Xamarin React Native Flutter

Licensing
and Costs

License is
needed for en-
terprise app

Free and open-
source

Free and open-
source

5.1.2 Functional Comparison

Compilation Time and Development Speed

Xamarin is the only framework which does not offer Hot Reload feature,
therefore, every time the developer wants to see the changes in the ap-
plication it has to be re-compiled (just like the native approach). How-
ever, developers claims [52] that the compilation time with Xamarin is
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more than 4-times slower than the native application. A native application
which takes about 15-20 seconds to compile, is compiled in 2 minutes if
developed with Xamarin. In addition, when the app grows and gets more
complex, the compilation takes more time eventually.

React Native application also takes more time compared to the native
application to get compiled. However, the advantage with React Native
is the Hot Reload feature which saves time drastically. Only the first time
the application needs to be run is compiled but when the app is compiled
then there is no need to re-compile the app until the next start since every
change is reflected almost instantly. Flutter also has the same approach
as React Native.

Xamarin React Native Flutter

Compil-
ation
Time and
Devel-
opment
Speed

Compilation
slower than
native solution

Compilation
slower than
native solution
but offers Hot
Reload

Compilation
slower than
native solution
but offers Hot
Reload

Code Deployment and App Performance

Flutter applications have significantly better performance than other two
thanks to the Widgets, Skia, and AOT compilation method [12]. Xamarin
also takes advatnages of AOT compilation but is not as fast as Flutter since
native UI elements is used rather than its own Widgets. In addition, due
to Xamarin’s overhead, the app startup is affected negatively.

React Native, on the other hand, has a poor application performance
[9], [23]–[25] due to JIT compilation and the bridge. A vast majority of per-
formance issues in React Native, however, can be solved by experienced
developers if they keep the interactions in the bridge to a minimum. Nev-
ertheless, the developer should always have a performance-wise mentality
and keep this point in mind and maintain the app regularly to increase the
performance.

Xamarin React Native Flutter

Code De-
ployment
& App
Perfor-
mance

AOT compilation
and close to na-
tive performance

Low Perfor-
mance due to
the bridge and
JIT compilation

Outstanding per-
formance thanks
to Widgets and
Skia
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Testing

One of the abilities that is better implemented in Visual Studio is the test-
ing and debugging features. Performing Unit Testing in Xamarin is like any
other .Net application which means that there are many available tools
and options. Moreover, either Visual Studio or NUnit6 can be used for
Unit Testing in Xamarin. For the cross-platform UI Testing, again NUnit
and Xamarin Test Recorder7 can be used. Moreover, there is a tool pro-
vided by Microsoft, so-called Xamarin Test Cloud, where developers can
test their application on a wide range of devices and gather the result [53].
Figure 5.1 shows the Xamarin Test Cloud. Xamarin Test Cloud provide the
possibility to test the developed application on different Android and iOS
devices in the cloud and see the results with step-by-step screenshots,
logs, and performance metrics.

Figure (5.1) Testing Xamaring applications on multiple devices in Test
Cloud [53]

React Native applications, on the other hand, are made of components,
therefore, it is convenient to test each component separately. Writing test
scripts on React Native is also a straightforward task using Jest8 which
is a JavaScript testing framework that works well with ReactJS and React
Native. There are also other tools to perform testing with React Native,
however, Jest is the most recommended one since it works well with Re-
act library. Debugging in React Native is not as convenient as Xamarin
since it is not possible to add breakpoints in the application and debug

6https://nunit.org/, Accessed April 2019
7https://marketplace.visualstudio.com/items?itemName=XamarinInc.XamarinTestRecorder2015,

Accessed April 2019
8https://jestjs.io/, Accessed April 2019
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step by step and rather console outputs should be used by the developers.
Performing UI testing is possible on both platforms. However, debugging
with React Native is only possible in Android Emulator, while with Xam-
arin, debugging can be done with XCode iOS simulator.

Flutter also has official testing support which includes Unit testing,
Widget testing, and Integration testing. As mentioned, Flutter has detailed
and well-written documentation and the testing documentation is not an
exception. Full documentation on how testing can be done in Flutter is
provided in Flutter’s official website9. In fact, when a Flutter application
is created, a simple testing file is also created within the testing folder
inside the application. Debugging is also possible in Flutter if a proper
IDE is chosen for development. For instance, in VSCode, it is possible
to add breakpoints and debug a Flutter application step by step which is
similar to Xamarin’s Visual Studio feature.

Xamarin React Native Flutter

Testing All .Net testing
tools can be
used. Debugging
feature in Visual
Studio. Taking
advantage of
Xamarin Test
Cloud

Jest is the most
suggested test-
ing tool

Unit, Widget,
and Integration
testing is offi-
cially supported

9https://flutter.dev/docs/testing, Accessed April 2019
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Before getting into the next section which is the comparison of video-
specific functionalities, in order to simplify the comparison, it is good to
reduce the number of frameworks based on what have discussed so far.
Xamarin seems not be the best solution for Accedo and can be taken out
of this comparison due to following reasons.

First, the cost of switching to Xamarin is high for an existing app like
OTT Flow. In other words, it is not possible to integrate an existing na-
tive app with Xamarin and the app should be built in Xamarin from the
scratch [54]. Second, it is not free and needs subscription for enterprise
use. Third, according to the comparison results so far, no specific ad-
vantage over React Native and Flutter was witnessed. In fact, Xamarin
was marked six times as red, four times as yellow and only three times
as green. Therefore, Xamarin is eliminated and is not considered in the
video-specific features.

5.1.3 Video-Specific Functionalities Comparison

Video Player

Video player in a video-specific app is more than a play and pause but-
ton. Smooth scrubbing bar, CC10, Chromecast, Airplay, seeking, and live
Stream support are features which have to be included in a video player.

At the time of writing this thesis, there is no built-in video player sup-
port for React Native. However, there are multiple third-party libraries
and plugins which can be used to play a video. The most famous video
player plugin is react-native-video11 which has 35 configurable proper-
ties, 15 Event properties, and 5 methods. These configurable properties
gives the ability to the developers to have a control on different video
functionalities related to audio, video, subtitles, encoding and so on.

The plugin offers a good variety of configurable properties which is
also very easy to use. On the other hand, there some downsides with
the player. At the time of this writing, some critical bugs were found
when working with this plugin. For example, CC is supported with the
TextTrackType properties. However, when using this property, the video
becomes very jittery and laggy. In addition, the poster properties are
supposed to display an image while the video has not been played (like a
thumbnail) but it is not working properly as it is shown in Figure 5.2. This
bug is also reported in the plugins community [55].

The Chromecast feature is also supported with a third-party plugin
called react-native-google-cast12. Unfortunately, playing a live stream is

10Closed Caption
11https://www.npmjs.com/package/react-native-video, Accessed April 2019
12https://www.npmjs.com/package/react-native-google-cast, Accessed April 2019
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Figure (5.2) A bug in poster prop-
erty in react-native-video plugin. The
image supposed to be displayed as a
video thumbnail

not supported in this library at the time of writing this thesis and no other
plugin with live stream support was found. The only solution to play live
streams in a React Native app is to use a WebView.

Unlike React Native, Flutter has an official video player plugin. The
plugin is called video_player13. The video player in iOS is backed by AV-
Player14 and in Android, it is powered by ExoPlayer15. The video player
is extremely limited and only four basic functions including play, pause,
seekTo, and setVolume is supported which provides way less customiza-
tion capabilities than react-native-video. Even a simple UI controller is not
included in this plugin. There is an extended version of this player avail-
able on Github which is called chewie16. Chewie wraps the video player
with a simple Material and Cupertino UI. However, major features like
CC, Airplay, and Live stream is not supported. Flutter team is working on

13https://pub.dartlang.org/packages/video_player, Accessed April 2019
14https://developer.apple.com/documentation/avfoundation/avplayer, Accessed April

2019
15https://google.github.io/ExoPlayer/, Accessed April 2019
16https://github.com/brianegan/chewie, Accessed April 2019
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these features to add them in newer future17. A view of Chewie is shown
in Figure 5.3.

Even though chromecast is a Google product/service, it is not officially
supported by Flutter. The issue has been also raised in the Flutter com-
munity blog and probably it is also going to be supported in near future18.
However, some developers have implemented the chromecast sender in
pure Dart and it is available on Github19.

Android Material UI
Controller

iOS Cupertino UI con-
troller

Figure (5.3) Chewie; A video player for Flutter

React Native Flutter

Video
Player

react-native-video
component with 50
configurable prop-
erties, events and
methods

Very poor video player
with basic functionali-
ties

17https://github.com/flutter/flutter/issues/25388, Accessed April 2019
18https://github.com/flutter/flutter/issues/18212, Accessed April 2019
19https://github.com/terrabythia/flutter_chromecast_example, Accessed April 2019
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IAP

IAP is supported both for React Native and Flutter. The plugin is devel-
oped by one person for both frameworks20. The React Native plugin for
IAP is called react-native-iap21 which is developed by dooboolab. There
are also some other IAP plugin available for React Native but the most
starred one is react-native-iap. The plugin for Flutter is called flutter-
inapp-purchase22. In contrast to React Native, this plugin is the only IAP
available for Flutter.

React Native Flutter

IAP Supported Supported

Analytic Tools

When it comes to analytic tools, all the attention goes to Google Analytics
and Firebase [56] which are both developed by Google. Google, however,
has announced that the Google Analytics shuts down in 2019 for mobile
SDK [57]. Therefore, Firebase probably takes its place. Firebase is a
bigger product which provides many other services like push notifications
as well.

Google Analytics is supported in React Native by a third-party plugin
called react-native-google-analytics-bridge23 which deprecates by Google
Analytics stopping its service for mobile applications. Firebase is also
supported with react-native-firebase plugin24.

Since Firebase is a Google product, it has an official Google support.
The plugin for Firebase analytics in Flutter is called firebase_analytics25

which is very easy to integrate and use. There is also a step-by-step guide
in Firebase’s official website in order to add Firebase to Flutter app26.

React Native Flutter

Analytics Both Google Analytics
and Firebase is sup-
ported

Firebase is supported

20https://medium.com/@dooboolab/react-native-in-app-purchase-121622d26b67, Ac-
cessed April 2019

21https://github.com/dooboolab/react-native-iap, Accessed April 2019
22https://github.com/dooboolab/flutter_inap_purchase, Accessed April 2019
23https://github.com/idehub/react-native-google-analytics-bridge, Accessed April 2019
24https://github.com/invertase/react-native-firebase, Accessed April 2019
25https://pub.dartlang.org/packages/firebase_analytics, Accessed April 2019
26https://firebase.google.com/docs/flutter/setup, Accessed April 2019
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VOD Advertising

Theoretically, if playing a video is possible in any framework, playing CSAI
is also possible because the ads in CSAI model is like a simple video that
should be played before, in the end, or in the middle of the main video.
Since the video player in React Native provides a good number of con-
figurable properties, CSAI can be implemented but of course, it requires
more work since two instances of video player should be used. SSAI, on
the other hand, seem to be impossible to implement. While the ads are
getting played in the SSAI model, the GUI controller should be blocked
or hidden. In order to detect whether the ads are getting played or not,
the developer should parse an XML file sent from the server and block the
controller GUI in the times where ads are getting played. This implemen-
tation seems not to be possible in React Native’s video player.

In contrast, the video player in Flutter is very basic and poor in terms
of configuration properties. Therefore, both CSAI and SSAI is almost im-
possible to implement in Flutter since even a simple feature like blocking
controller GUI is not supported in Flutter’s video player.

React Native Flutter

VOD Ads CSAI can be imple-
mented but not SSAI

Neither SSAI nor CSAI
can be implemented

User Management

This term is a broader definition than user authentication. There are some
other actions need to be performed after the user is logged in most of
OTT applications. In many OTT applications, it is important to implement
features like marking content as favorite and keeping track of watch his-
tory. These are all categorized within the user management. When a
user is logged in, the app should be able to show the list of the contents
that user has marked them favorite earlier and also restore the watch his-
tory so the user can continue watching from where they left. Also, it is
quite important to detect whether the user has a valid subscription in or-
der to grant permission to access premium contents. In the case of this
thesis (OTT Flow) all mentioned features are handled by the middleware
(Connect) and the result is sent to the app. So, when the user is logged
in, middleware sends a response which includes a list of user’s favorites
and the watch history and also indicates whether the user has access to
the premium contents or not. In addition, searching is also handled by
the middleware, in which the app only sends the searched keyword to the
middleware, and the middleware performs the search action and responds
to the results. Therefore, the main discussion in this category would be
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how each framework can handle the list of items sent to them from mid-
dleware. Both frameworks provides a good variety of functionalities which
makes it possible to implement user management.

React Native Flutter

User Man-
agement

Offers a good variety
of functions

Offers a good variety
of functions

5.2 Discussion

Sine Xamarin was eliminated due to the reasons mentioned in section
5.1.2, only React Native and Flutter are remained to be discussed. Both
React Native and Flutter offer promising features and perform almost the
same in the functional and non-functional criteria. Therefore, in order to
find an answer for the problem statement, the video-specific functionali-
ties is deterministic.

From the results in section 5.1.3, it can be concluded that neither of the
frameworks is performing good in the context of video applications. How-
ever, React Native seems to be performing slightly better than Flutter. In
fact, Flutter is completely off the table when it comes to the video player
which is a vital part of a video application. As discussed, the video player
in Flutter is very basic and limited. Additionally, implementing VOD adver-
tising seems not to be an easy task. As mentioned earlier, CSAI tends to be
easy to implement and if playing any video is possible, then CSAI can be
implemented. However, even CSAI cannot be implemented in Flutter since
the video controllers should be hidden while the ads are playing which is
not possible in Flutter. Therefore, VOD Ads is not possible to implement in
Flutter. React Native, on the other hand, has a better video player ,hence,
CSAI can theoretically be implemented but of course not very easily. SSAI
implementation demands a more complicated implementation which does
not seem to be possible to implement in React Native. In-app purchases,
integrating analytic tools, and user-management seems not to be an issue
in neither of the frameworks and is straightforward for both.

Taking all the statements into account, even though both frameworks
lacks many of the essentials video-specific features, React Native offers
better features, slightly. Flutter gets eliminated due to poor, basic, and
limited video player functionalities.

In the problem statement section in chapter 1, two main questions
were posed. The questions which need to be answered based on the find-
ing of this thesis are as follows:

• Which framework, among the selected frameworks, is currently the
best option for OTT Flow, as a OTT Video application, and why?
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• How much effort is needed to bring any of these cross-platform
frameworks into an already existing native application like OTT
Flow?

Both questions have been addressed indirectly so far. Regarding the
first question, among the cross-platform tools in this thesis, React Native
is currently the best option for Accedo for the following reasons:

• React Native got better results in the comparison compared to Flut-
ter (11 green, 5 yellow, and 1 red flag of 17 total criteria)

• React Native can be integrated into an existing native application
like OTT Flow

In addition, OTT Flow’s web application is written with JavaScript and
React library meaning that some of the code can be reused and also the
human resource for React Native development is available in Accedo.

Since the answer to the first question is React Native, the second ques-
tion is about the costs and challenges of bringing React Native into an
existing application. It is possible to integrate React Native offers into an
existing application. In fact, there is an official tutorial of how to do so
in React Native documentation. Recalling from section 3.2, integrating
React Native into a native application is not an easy task and demands
lots of coding to make the communication possible between realms. Both
Udacity and Airbnb, as a real-life experience case study, suggested that
by using React Native three code bases should be maintained rather than
two.



Chapter 6

Implementation

This chapter is divided into two main parts; Implementation and discus-
sion. Since React Native is the selected framework for this thesis’s prob-
lem statement, the implementation part describes the implementation of
the OTT Flow in React Native. The discussion part presents my personal
opinions about the correlation between theoretical evaluation and the im-
plementation.

6.1 Implementation

In order to implement OTT Flow it is necessary to explain how it works
and how data is fed to the app.

6.1.1 OTT Flow Architecture

In simple words, OTT Flow provides a variety of customizable UI compo-
nents which can be selected in Accedo One and the video contents should
be uploaded in Brightcove Video Cloud. Everything is then sent to the app
through the Accedo’s middleware.

Accedo One

Accedo One is a web-based service which allows the users (which are the
companies, not the end-users) to define their items and how these items
should be put together. Multiple items are available to select: Video/Clip,
Article, and Navigation (Internal\External URI).

After defining the items, the customer should define how they would
like to put these items together and design the application with the possi-
ble UI building blocks available in Accedo One. UI building blocks consist
of Carousel, Grid, Hero, Highlight, List, and Shelf.
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Carousel Grid Hero

Highlight List Shelf

Figure (6.1) Different Containers in OTT Flow

After defining the items and their UI blocks, the app is ready to be
published. Figure 6.2 are screenshots of some OTT Flow customers which
have designed their app in different ways using different UI building blocks.
In addition to different UI building blocks, there are a variety of page
styles as well. The most used page layouts are Collection Page and Video
Details Page as shown in Figure 6.3.

Australia News XALA! Cyberobics Mongol TV

Figure (6.2) Screen shots of some OTT Flow customers
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A Video Detail Page A Collection Page

Figure (6.3) Some Page Layouts in OTT Flow

Accedo Connect

Connect is the middleware in Accedo which all the data received by the
app is sent through it. There is rich API documentation for developers in
order to know how to fetch the data from Connect. The response from
middleware is in JSON format.

There are different endpoints that can fetch different data from Con-
nect, however, the most important ones that are used in this implementa-
tion includes configuration and item. The configuration endpoint provides
all the configurations of a profile such as colors used in that profile, the
start page of the profile, time format, and many other properties. The
other endpoint is the item which provides the metadata of an item. In
other words, when an item is clicked and the app navigates to a Video De-
tail or Collection Page, the metadata of that page is fetched with the item
endpoint and information like Description, Video duration, Genre, Video
URL and etc are included in the response.

6.1.2 OTT Flow in React Native

Recalling from section 5.2, React Native is the framework that suits OTT
Flow the most among the frameworks chosen in this thesis. In this sec-
tion, the implementation of OTT Flow with React Native is described. As
mentioned earlier, the OTT Flow app is a customizable app which can look
different based on profile configurations in Accedo One. Therefore, it is
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important to develop the app in a way that UI elements changes based on
the data which has been fetched from the middleware.

Fetching Configurations

The very first thing needed for the implementation is properties and con-
figurations of a profile which need to be fetched from the middleware.
Therefore, the configuration endpoint is used to fetch the configurations
on app startup.

As mentioned earlier, the home screen in OTT Flow contains some con-
tainers and each container includes some item. Therefore, in order to im-
plement the home screen for any profile it is first necessary to implement
different type of containers available in OTT Flow. In this implementation,
Grid Landscape, Grid Square, Grid Portrait, Hero , and List Container, are
implemented. clicking on an item inside a container, if the item is a video
item, the app should redirect to a Video Details Page(Figure 6.3).

In addition, the home screen also includes other UI elements like header
and footer which has been implemented as well.

Hero Container Implementation

Recalling from Figure 6.1 and 6.2, the Hero container is a horizontal scrol-
lable full-width images. Therefore, in order to implement a hero container,
the respective items’ image and titles are necessary. The hero container
implementation can be seen in Figure 6.4.

Figure (6.4) Hero Container Implementation

Grid Landscape Container

In order to implement a grid landscape container, the items inside a grid
container should be fetched and every two items should be placed next to
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each other to fill the screen width. The rest is the same as Hero container
where the title of each item is placed on the item with the colors extracted
from the configurations. There are some cases where the item has no
image. In this case, according to the OTT Flow design guidelines, the
image should be filled with the Highlight Color. Figure 6.5 shows the
implementation of some grid landscapes in different profiles.

Figure (6.5) Grid Landscape Container Implementation

Grid Portrait and Square are exactly the same as Landscape but with
different item size. Figure 6.6 shows Grid Portrait and Square.

Grid Square Grid Portrait

Figure (6.6) Grid Square and Portrait Container Implementation

List Container Implementation

List container is shown in Figure 6.1. This container contains a thumbnail
of the item and a title next to with a short description under the title. The
items are put together like a list; one under the other. For the implemen-
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tation of the lists, the List component of a library called NativeBase1 has
been used. The result is shown in Figure 6.7.

Figure (6.7) List Container Implementation

Entitlements Check Implementation

As mentioned earlier, every item can be either Free, Authenticated, or Pre-
mium. Free items are accessible for everyone, Authenticated ones should
only be accessible for logged-in users and Premium items are only avail-
able for users with a valid subscription.

For this implementation, a simple entitlement check for each item is
done, and a lock icon is shown on the items which are not free. The infor-
mation regarding the item’s entitlement is provided in the configurations.

By clicking on an item which is not free, an alert message is shown
and the user can not open the video details page. On the other hand, since
only video details page has been implemented, if the user clicks on an item
which is not a video item a respective alert is shown.

1https://nativebase.io/, Accessed April 2019
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Entitlement Check Item Type Check

Figure (6.8) Entitlement and Item Type Checking

Menu Items

Menu items should be extracted from the configurations and place them
in the footer. Menu items are customizable as well, which means that they
can have different titles, icons, and order in different profiles. A profile
can have unlimit number of menu items, but since it is not possible to fit
all the menu items in the footer, only the first four items are shown in the
footer and the rest of them are shown in the last tab so the footer can have
a maximum of five menu items.

In addition to menu items’ title and icon, the color also should be
known which can be extracted from the configurations. Figure 6.9 sug-
gest menu items for different profiles.

Figure (6.9) Footer with different menu items in different profiles

By having the containers, header and footers ready, the home page
can be rendered for different profiles. Figure 6.10 shows different home
screens from different profiles. The next step is the video details page
implementation. By tapping on any video item, the corresponding video
detail page gets opened.
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Figure (6.10) Home Screen For Different Profiles
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Video Details Page Implementation

Video Details Page has already been shown in Figure 6.3. A video Detail
Page includes the item’s video on the top, related contents in the bottom,
and the description in between.

When a video item is clicked from the home page, the should navi-
gate to the corresponding video details page. The metadata of each item
is fetched by the item endpoint from Connect. In order to use the item
endpoint, the video ID is needed. It means that, when the video item is
clicked, the Vidoo ID of that item should be extracted and sent to the video
details page through navigation.

When the call to the API is done, the item’s details including, descrip-
tion, genre, actors, directors, and durations are fetched and can be used.
By having the related items and the attributes of a video item, now it is
possible to create the video details page. A screenshot of different video
items in different profiles is shown in Figure 6.11.

Figure (6.11) Video Details Page for Different Items and Profiles
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6.2 Implementation Discussion

Learning Curve

As a new React Native developer, after spending hours of searching for
different functionalities, I found React Native as one of my best program-
ming experiences due to the following reasons.

First off, it uses JavaScript which was the most popular programming
language in 2018 [18]. I personally believe that JavaScript is one of the
main reasons of success for both ReactJS and React Native. As a new
learner of JavaScript and React, I found it quite easy to learn.

In addition, React Native provides the possibility to define reusable
components which can be used unlimited times. This concept brings a
high-level logic to the code style which also makes it easier for further
refactoring since only changing the component is makes the changes to
be reflected everywhere that component is used.

In my opinion, the biggest advantage of React Native is data manipu-
lation and state management. JavaScript offers a variety of powerful data
structure manipulation functions like map, filter and reduce. The data can
be easily manipulated and submitted to the central state manager. The
state manager feeds the data to every single component in the application
and rebuilds them seamlessly.

The implementation of OTT Flow which is a customisable application
where almost all the UI elements should be fed to the app through the
middleware, is a bit of challenge in any language. However, thanks to the
reusable components in React Native, the implementation became easier.
For each type of containers such as Hero, Grid, and List, a separate com-
ponent was defined. The only thing needed to be done in the home screen
was to map the containers of a profile to the defined components. This
kept the home screen source code simple, clean, and easy to understand.

Developer Experience

As it was expected, the Hot Reload features offers a very unique develop-
ing experience which dramatically boosts the development. It is almost
hard to switch back to the native developing after experiencing the Hot
Reload feature in which the changes are taken effect almost instantly.

Moreover, for the first try of developing the application, Expo CLI2 was
used to run the React Native application. Expo CLI is a command line
app that is the main interface between a developer and Expo tools (React
Native in this case). However, I found it very hard to work with and faced

2https://docs.expo.io/versions/latest/workflow/expo-cli/, Accessed 2019
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lots of problems especially when I was trying to add a new third-party
library to the project. So I decided to leave the Expo CLI and used the
React Native CLI instead which solved all my issues.

As also mentioned in section 3.2, it is fairly easy to face version mis-
matching issues in React Native especially if using many third-party li-
braries. Sometimes solving issues related to versions and updating take
hours to fix and sometimes it takes so much time that someone may end
up creating a new project.

Debugging in React Native can also be quite challenging. It is not
possible to put breakpoints in the application and debug step-by-step. Ad-
ditionally, sometimes React Native does not provide a good description
of the error which has made the app to break. However, thanks to the
Hot Reload and logging in the console, debugging can be done quite easy
and fast. Almost everything can be printed in the console to see what is
happening in the application without relaunching the app.

Market, Community, and Support

The community of JavaScript and React developers was ranked first in
2018 in terms of number of developers [18] and is the biggest among
all other frameworks. Meaning that the chance of finding a solution for
every problem is high. Additionally, due to excessive number of tutorials
and blog posts, most of the problems can be solved just by following the
tutorials. However, if a developer is faced with a problem which they can
not find any solution for, the community is big enough to help solving the
problem.

For the most of the issues I faced during the implementation, there
was a valid solution available on the internet. However, I faced an issue 3

which I was not able to find any exact answer to my question. Therefore,
I asked my question on Stack Overflow and the community kindly helped
me to solve the issue within few hours. A good community can be very
helpful especially for beginners and new learners.

Documentation

Documentation is well-written and maintained by Facebook regularly. How-
ever, sometimes it happens that the documentation is out-dated and not
aligned with the lates changes and updates. I personally do not see this
as an issue since most of the documentation, information, tutorials, and

3https://stackoverflow.com/questions/55939850/how-to-remount-a-screen-from-
another-screen-refresh-the-whole-app-again-with-n, Accessed May 2019
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any needed material can be found on the internet and is provided by the
community.

Ready-to-use Componenet and Libraries

As also mentioned earlier, React Native has a very strong set of third-party
components and libraries available thanks to its open-source approach.
This means that, there are variety of available options to choose from for
different purposes. In this implementation, multiple third-party and ready-
to-use componenet and libraries were used. The most used one is Native-
Base4 which provides a variety of components and icons. For instance,
the List container was totally implemented with the List Component in
NativeBase library.

In addition, a third-party library was also used to help debugging espe-
cially for inspecting UI elements and layouts. The library is called React-
devtools5.

Code Sharing

For this implementation, the code sharing was 100% meaning that with
just a single code base the app was generated for both Android and iOS
without any platform-specific code. However, the reason was because this
implementation did not include all the features of the OTT Flow. Definitely
by implementing some specific features, the code sharing is reduced and
more and more platform-specific coding is needed. For instance, it was not
possible to implement a splash screen in React Native without the native
code.

As an example of platform-specific code, a simple UI element was de-
veloped to be shown only on iOS devices. As can be seen in a video detail
page in iOS there is colorful gradient at the bottom of the video player
which is drawn from the description segment up to the video player. How-
ever, this gradient, is not shown on Android. Figure 6.12 shows the differ-
ence between a video details page in Android and iOS.

Development Environment Options

React Native can be developed in almost all the famous text editors. The
most prefered text editor in 2018 was Visual Studio Code [18]. I also used
VS Code for development and thanks to many available plugins for React
Native coding in VS Code, it was a pleasant experience due to plenty of

4https://nativebase.io/, Accessed April 2019
5https://github.com/facebook/react-devtools/tree/master/packages/react-devtools, Ac-

cessed May 2019
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Figure (6.12) Platform-specific UI element in video details page

keyboard shortcuts, customizable UI, being fast and reliable. Using VS
Code, in fact, helped speeding up my coding.

Compilation Time and Development Speed

The complication of a React Native application takes much longer time
than a native application. This was also one of the reasons why Udacity
abandoned React Native. In fact, they claimed [37] that their building pro-
cess was increased by 20%. However, the compilation of the application
only happens for the first time the apps wants to be launched. After the
first launch, Hot Reload is used. Therefore, I personally do not consider
this as a disadvantage to React Native. In fact, thanks to VS Code and Hot
Reload, I found the development speed much higher than native coding.

Code Deployment and App Performance

The performance is undoubtedly an issue in React Native. Even though
the application that was developed is not large in terms of the number
of pages and complexity, it still does not feel smooth and without issue.
For example, the home screen has a header with the size of 10pixels and
the header should be hidden in the video details page. When the user
clicks on a video item which redirects from the home screen to the video
details page, it takes about 1 second for the header to become hidden.
Additionally, when scrolling and moving around in the application, it does
not feel very smooth.
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Most of the performance issues in React Native can be solved by an ex-
perienced React developer by keeping the bridge interaction to the min-
imum. However, it means that the developers should always keep the
performance in mind and try to code in the most efficient way which some-
times is challenging and time-consuming.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

The goal of this study was to compare three selected cross-platform frame-
works in the context of OTT Video-Oriented applications. React Native,
Xamarin, and Flutter were compared to answer the posed questions.

The comparison suggests that React Native is possibly the best cross-
platform framework among the three selected frameworks due to its fea-
tures and functionalities which makes the most suitable option for Accedo
and OTT Flow.

In most of the functional and non-functional criteria, React Native and
Flutter were tightly competing and both offered acceptable feature and
functionalities. Xamarin, in contrast, did not perform well in most of the
cases and was eliminated. In the video-specific functionalities, both Flut-
ter and React Native showed lack of enough support. However, React
Native offered slightly better functionalities, which made it the least bad
solution.

As a reference application, OTT Flow which is an existing native OTT
Video application developed by Accedo, was written in React Native to
back the achieved results as well as putting theory into practice. Addi-
tionally, my personal experience with React Native was given.

7.1 Future Work

Even though, React Native was selected as the best solution, it was seen
that the video-specific functionalities are not still enough for the demand
of an OTT Video application.

Since React Native is open source, it is possible to develop a library
for missing functionalities. As future work, it is suggested to investigate
the possibilities and challenges of developing a video player for React Na-
tive which offers demanded features like CC, Live broadcasting, SSAI, and

67
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CSAI support.
On the other hand, as mentioned, bringing React Native into an exist-

ing native mobile application like OTT Flow is quite challenging and re-
quires lots of efforts to bridge between React Native and the native realms.
A suggested future work is to investigate the developing an existing ap-
plication from scratch in a cross-platform framework rather than adding
it into the application as a third code base. In fact, it can be investigated
that which option is the most efficient solution.

Additionally, an engine has been released recently built on React Na-
tive which is so-called You.i Engine1. This engine specifically provides
the possibility to build a video application for 11 different platforms. This
engine offers a variety of features which make it easy to build a cross-
platform video application in a user-friendly manner. This engine also pro-
vides the ability to design and animate the application using a UI toolkit
studio. The video playback and the application logic development is done
in React Native using the engine’s libraries. This engine can also be a
possible future work to investigate its straightens and weaknesses.

1https://www.youi.tv/youi-engine/
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